Contributions of mass spectrometry in the study of nucleic acid-binding proteins and of nucleic acid-protein interactions.
Nucleic-acid-protein (NA-P) interactions play essential roles in a variety of biological processes-gene expression regulation, DNA repair, chromatin structure regulation, transcription regulation, RNA processing, and translation-to cite only a few. Such biological processes involve a broad spectrum of NA-P interactions as well as protein-protein (P-P) interactions. These interactions are dynamic, in terms of the chemical composition of the complexes involved and in terms of their mere existence, which may be restricted to a given cell-cycle phase. In this review, the contributions of mass spectrometry (MS) to the deciphering of these intricate networked interactions are described along with the numerous applications in which it has proven useful. Such applications include, for example, the identification of the partners involved in NA-P or P-P complexes, the identification of post-translational modifications that (may) regulate such complexes' activities, or even the precise molecular mapping of the interaction sites in the NA-P complex. From a biological standpoint, we felt that it was worth the reader's time to be as informative as possible about the functional significance of the analytical methods reviewed herein. From a technical standpoint, because mass spectrometry without proper sample preparation would serve no purpose, each application described in this review is detailed by duly emphasizing the sample preparation-whenever this step is considered innovative-that led to significant analytical achievements.